Everyone has got their own idea of their ultimate hotel: it could be an out of the way little boutique hotel in Europe, or it could be an inn hotel in Europe. These days, it seems nobody wants to stay at a ordinary hotel. The criterion of customers is a simple one: they must feel at home, they must feel good to be there. May it be a simple romantic hotel committed to the best local cuisine, a small charming hotel placed within breathtaking landscape, the boutique hotel in the bustling city centre or a simple bed and breakfast above the ocean. Some unique hotel destinations can seem like an adventure in themselves. Abali Gran Sultana invites customers to 1001 Nights. The Grand Sultanate of Abali is a place where you can find five star luxury together with eclectic elegance and the friendliness of a B&B. Everyone can choose their own favourite...pop with round bed, in green and purple, in turquoise, in red, tango design with king size bed, or the Sultan's suite with a four poster bed and a jacuzzi in the room. Artist Residence Penzance is cool and trendy art hotel. This boutique art hotel in the centre of Penzance, showcases. It is the work of Cornish and British artists who have decorated individual rooms. From the tradition of the building itself, a Grade II listed 17th century Georgian Mansion, to the funky and informal art themed bedrooms, Artist Residence has a sense of fun and frivolity. Castle Cottages Treehouse is a cottage and barn surrounded by ancient woodland. Situated within the grounds of “Coates Castle”, a Strawberry Hill Gothic mansion, owner Alison and Ron have created three unique rooms in a treehouse, barn and country cottage. Their guests agree that a warm welcome and relaxing stay is guaranteed in this site surrounded by pretty gardens and woodland. The Treehouse is built into a huge sweet chestnut tree on the edge of a wood, and a substantial staircase leads upstairs. There is a thatched room with a double bed set between the tree
branches, looking out through large glass doors to the treetops. While the Treehouse is particularly recommended, memorable breakfasts are served for all guests, using organic free-range eggs and quality sausages and bacon. They are served in the heated conservatory or outside the walled garden during the summer. Clink78 is 200-year-old courthouse was originally used for petty criminal and less serious offences, although The Clash punk group were convicted here in the 70's. Retaining the original facade and many of the courtroom relics, this Grade II listed building is situated in a conservation area 10 minutes walk from King's Cross station. Restored and converted to offer a combination of hostel dormitory, single and double rooms, as well as 6 original prison cells it is funky, up-beat and classy. Controversy Tram Hotel presents city trams and railcar converted into 5 B+B rooms. Outside the house, there is also a Mig fighter plane – providing a completely surreal view of the property from the surrounding flat land around Hoogwoud.” Crazy Bear – Oxford is an extravagance in a country setting, unique design offering a lot of fun. The Crazy Bear is an oasis of eclectic style - extravagant design in a country setting. The heart of the hotel is a sixteenth century building that has been bravely re-designed to house the bar and award winning restaurants. A fun and sophisticated atmosphere spreads from here throughout the entire establishment. Elkep Evi is an ancient cave dwelling, now converted to hotel with suite facilities. ELKEP Evi Cave Hotel offers cave rooms, cave suites with modern facilities ideally located at the highest point of Urgup. Every room includes a private terrace with panoramic views overlooking the town of Urgup and adjacent Goreme National Park. IceHotel is the original ICEHOTEL, first created in the early 1990's. It has become the global ambassador for this genre and now licenses ICEBARs around the world too. With 80+ rooms and suites, the property is a huge undertaking to be rebuilt every year, and their expertise inspired other similar properties in North America (Hotel du Glace Quebec) and elsewhere. La Balade des Gnomes has amazing fairytale rooms and a Trojan Horse suite. These 10 extraordinarily-decorated and furnished bedrooms, evoke ideas from the four corners of the world, re-interpreted as fairy tales. Hidden in an unassuming farmhouse up a pleasant - but not particularly noteworthy - country lane, this amazing property was
designed and built by architect and visionary hotelier Mr Noël. He has taken inspiration from fairytales to construct these amazing bedrooms, next door to the restaurant. Defying normal classification, these rooms highlight incredible imagination, attention to detail and sheer audacity to delight guests. *Maison Moschino* inspired room themes. In 1840, a neoclassical railway station was opened in central Milan. It operated the Milan-Monza route, the second-oldest railway in Italy, and its terminus was one of the city’s most beautiful buildings. Today, the exterior facade of Viale Monte Grappa 12 is a reminder of the station’s original grandeur. But inside, where once handkerchiefs were waved at lovers disappearing in the distance, a new world has been brought to life. The hotel features several luxurious amenities supporting the surreal Moschino theme: the imaginative menu served in their "Clandestino Milano" restaurant, the dream inspired drinks welcoming you in the ground floor bar, and the sublime atmosphere of the Culti Spa. *ONE by the Five* has an exceptional and unique artistic design for a single incomparable suite. An indulgent love-nest in the fascinating Latin Quarter. This intimate hotel (made up of just one suite) has been specifically designed to be the base for the ultimate romantic weekend. Everything in this 45m² space has been designed to guarantee a memorable, romantic stay for couples. Attention-to-detail is present all about, enticing all of your senses: lighting effects which dance on the ceiling and in the shower, as well as other surprises that will make your stay a genuinely enchanting experience. *Pantone Hotel* invites you to experience the city of Brussels through a lens of color and a spectrum of comforts. Colours used are referenced to the globally recognized Pantone Color Matching System - that allows standardized colour reproduction. By standardizing the colours, different manufacturers in different locations can all refer to the Pantone system to make sure colours match without direct contact with one another.

There are many unusual hotels in the world. These hotels are for extreme man, fantasy travelers. Each hotel has its own characteristics for every taste. Scientists and businessmen seriously develop projects of entirely foreseeable future – hotels in airships, deep-hotels and hotels in space in orbit.
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